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unparalleled today. This book recounts the events that were instrumental to the development of this storied
civilization and the indelible legacies it has left behind. A detailed appendix supplements the narrative with
in-depth discussion on the Pre-Greek societies that fueled the imagination and gave birth to an enduring
body of Greek mythology.
The Knock at the Door - Ryan Manion 2019-11-05
Three Gold Star women, linked forever by unimaginable loss, share their inspiring, unlikely journey that
began on the worst day of their lives. What happens when tragedy knocks on your front door? For us, it was
a literal knock, with two men standing in crisply pressed uniforms. They had news. News that gutted us to
the core -- the death of our loved ones, a brother and two husbands -- in combat zones. The thing about
those moments is that it's almost inconceivable that they can happen to you. That is, until they do. This
book is for anyone who has ever received a knock at the door. And if you live long enough and have the
courage to love others, you will. Maybe it's a cancer diagnosis. Maybe it's the death of your best friend. The
betrayal of a spouse. The loss of a child. The implosion of a professional career. Or any tragedy that takes
the person we love the most away from us too soon. Life is not without its challenges. The key is how you
respond.This is our story. The story of three women, bonded by grief and purpose. Grief because we lost
our best friends in war. Purpose because we resolved -- together -- to do something about it. To turn loss
into inspiration for others and to channel the love that we had for the men in our lives into love for others
through service. It was the only way we could escape the trap of despair and inaction, and we believe it
offers a roadmap for anyone else who has ever had to answer a knock at the door.
A War Like No Other - Victor Davis Hanson 2011-11-30
One of our most provocative military historians, Victor Davis Hanson has given us painstakingly researched
and pathbreaking accounts of wars ranging from classical antiquity to the twenty-first century. Now he
juxtaposes an ancient conflict with our most urgent modern concerns to create his most engrossing work to
date, A War Like No Other. Over the course of a generation, the Hellenic city-states of Athens and Sparta
fought a bloody conflict that resulted in the collapse of Athens and the end of its golden age. Thucydides
wrote the standard history of the Peloponnesian War, which has given readers throughout the ages a vivid
and authoritative narrative. But Hanson offers readers something new: a complete chronological account
that reflects the political background of the time, the strategic thinking of the combatants, the misery of
battle in multifaceted theaters, and important insight into how these events echo in the present. Hanson
compellingly portrays the ways Athens and Sparta fought on land and sea, in city and countryside, and
details their employment of the full scope of conventional and nonconventional tactics, from sieges to
targeted assassinations, torture, and terrorism. He also assesses the crucial roles played by warriors such
as Pericles and Lysander, artists, among them Aristophanes, and thinkers including Sophocles and Plato.
Hanson’s perceptive analysis of events and personalities raises many thought-provoking questions: Were
Athens and Sparta like America and Russia, two superpowers battling to the death? Is the Peloponnesian
War echoed in the endless, frustrating conflicts of Vietnam, Northern Ireland, and the current Middle East?
Or was it more like America’s own Civil War, a brutal rift that rent the fabric of a glorious society, or even
this century’s “red state—blue state” schism between liberals and conservatives, a cultural war that

Soldier - Matthew/General Ridgway 1956
The Gospel of Life - Pope John Paul II 1995-04
Reaffirming the "greatness and inestimable value of human life," Pope John Paul II discusses in this
encyclical letter the present-day legal, ethical, and moral threats to life. In view of today's climate of
practical materialism, he addresses, among other issues: abortion artificial reproduction techniques
contraception death penalty euthanasia legitimate defense sterilization suicide The Holy Father encourages
the faithful to promote and develop the Christian message concerning life, based on the goodness and
dignity of life and on the human responsibility to share in the fullness and truth of God's love. In order to
build a new culture of human life through prayer and action, he welcomes evangelization efforts and
stresses the role of the family in bringing this to fruition. Noting the unique role of women in promoting a
"new feminism" that overcomes discrimination, violence, and exploitation, the pope recognizes the witness
of love through motherhood and also adds a special word to women who have had an abortion. The letter
concludes by looking to Jesus, in order that all may contemplate the life that was made manifest, and to the
example and solace of Mary, who is the mother of life.
Shatterzone of Empires - Larry Wolfe 2013-02-15
Shatterzone of Empires is a comprehensive analysis of interethnic relations, coexistence, and violence in
Europe's eastern borderlands over the past two centuries. In this vast territory, extending from the Baltic to
the Black Sea, four major empires with ethnically and religiously diverse populations encountered each
other along often changing and contested borders. Examining this geographically widespread, multicultural
region at several levelslocal, national, transnational, and empireand through multiple approachessocial,
cultural, political, and economicthis volume offers informed and dispassionate analyses of how the many
populations of these borderlands managed to coexist in a previous era and how and why the areas
eventually descended into violence. An understanding of this specific region will help readers grasp the
preconditions of interethnic coexistence and the causes of ethnic violence and war in many of the world's
other borderlands both past and present.
The Japanese Art of War - Thomas F. Cleary 1992
Discusses the impact of ancient Japanese philosophy and the ancient strategies of the art of war on
Japanese attitudes and behavior in social, business, political, and personal life
Altruistic Personality - Samuel P. Oliner 1992-04-01
Why, during the Holocaust, did some ordinary people risk their lives and the lives of their families to help
others--even total strangers--while others stood passively by? Samuel Oliner, a Holocaust survivor who has
interviewed more than 700 European rescuers and nonrescuers, provides some surprising answers in this
compelling work.
Ancient Greece - Britannica Educational Publishing 2010-04-01
From Archaic times to the reign of Alexander the Great, Greek unity was tenuous, yet Ancient Greece was a
place where culture flourished and intellectual achievement knew no bounds. Ancient Greek ideas on
philosophy, politics, science, and the arts anticipate many of our own, and in some ways, remain
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manifestly controls military policies? Hanson daringly brings the facts to life and unearths the often
surprising ways in which the past informs the present. Brilliantly researched, dynamically written, A War
Like No Other is like no other history of this important war.
War and Peace - Leo Tolstoy 2019-01-16
Hailed as one of the greatest novels of all time and a classic of world literature, War and Peace is a tale of
strivers in a world fraught with conflict, social and political change, and spiritual confusion, Tolstoy's
magnificent work continues to entertain, enlighten, and inspire readers around the world. Both an intimate
study of individual passions and an epic history of Russia and its people, 'War and Peace' is nothing more or
less than a complete portrait of human existence. Among its many unforgettable characters is Prince
Andrey Bolkonsky, a proud, dashing man who, despising the artifice of high society, joins the army to
achieve glory. Badly wounded at Austerlitz, he begins to discover the emptiness of everything to which he
has devoted himself. His death scene is considered one of the greatest passages in Russian literature.
Terror swiftly engulfs the country as Napoleon's army marches on Russia, and the lives of three young
people are changed forever. The stories of quixotic Pierre, cynical Andrey and impetuous Natasha
interweave with a huge cast, from aristocrats and peasants, to soldiers and Napoleon himself. In War and
Peace (1868-9), Tolstoy entwines grand themes—conflict and love, birth and death, free will and fate.
China’s Rise, Asia's Decline: Asia’s difficult outlook under China’s shadow - William Bratton
2020-01-15
China’s rise will be long-term punitive for the rest of Asia. Across all aspects of Asian geopolitics and
economics, China’s ascendency to regional hegemonic status will result in the decline of its neighbours’
political independence, economic dynamism and future growth potential. Any short-term benefits of China’s
growth, such as increased trade, will be transitory. The longer-term implications of its emergence as the
regional hegemon will be greater economic and financial dependencies and vulnerabilities, the large-scale
shift of business activity to within its boundaries and its increasing geopolitical influence across the region.
The challenge for China’s neighbours is how to respond to these evolving dynamics, especially as their
strategic options are increasingly limited and few of the potential future scenarios are long-term positive.
China’s rise, therefore, be Asia’s decline.
Tried by War - James M. McPherson 2008-10-07
"James M. McPherson’s Tried by War is a perfect primer . . . for anyone who wishes to understand the
evolution of the president’s role as commander in chief. Few historians write as well as McPherson, and
none evoke the sound of battle with greater clarity." —The New York Times Book Review The Pulitzer
Prize–winning author reveals how Lincoln won the Civil War and invented the role of commander in chief as
we know it As we celebrate the bicentennial of Lincoln's birth, this study by preeminent, bestselling Civil
War historian James M. McPherson provides a rare, fresh take on one of the most enigmatic figures in
American history. Tried by War offers a revelatory (and timely) portrait of leadership during the greatest
crisis our nation has ever endured. Suspenseful and inspiring, this is the story of how Lincoln, with almost
no previous military experience before entering the White House, assumed the powers associated with the
role of commander in chief, and through his strategic insight and will to fight changed the course of the
war and saved the Union.
My Commander - Alanea Alder 2014-10-03
When the topic of grandchildren comes up during a weekly sewing circle the matriarchs of the founding
families seek out the witch Elder to scry to see if their sons have mates. They are shocked to discover that
many of their son's mates are out in the world and are human! Fearing that their future daughter in laws
will end up dead before being claimed and providing them with grandchildren to spoil, they convince their
own mates that something must be done. After gathering all of the warriors together in a fake award
ceremony the witch Elder casts a spell to pull the warrior's mates to them, whether they want it or not.
Aiden McKenzie is adamant that he doesn't need a mate and that she would only get in the way. He doesn't
have time to coddle a female. He likes his world run with military precision. Little does he realize, Fate is
sending him his mate first! He meets his destined mate Meryn Evans and things go downhill from there.
She is the embodiment of chaos. In the first twenty-four hours she kicks, screams and knocks her bear
shifting mate unconscious. Eventually they discover that life before finding each other may have been good,

but life afterwards is perfect, even if it involves super soaker battles and accidentally discharging hand
grenades. Unfortunately the joy of their mating is overshadowed when Aiden and Meryn find themselves
embroiled in a missing persons case assigned to Aiden by the Lycaonian Council. By assisting Aiden, Meryn
finds herself the focus of a demented killer. Can Aiden and the elite warriors from the Alpha Unit keep
Meryn safe? Or did Fate bring her to Lycaonia to die?
The Next Mormons - Jana Riess 2019-02-01
American Millennials--the generation born in the 1980s and 1990s--have been leaving organized religion in
unprecedented numbers. For a long time, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was an exception:
nearly three-quarters of people who grew up Mormon stayed that way into adulthood. In The Next
Mormons, Jana Riess demonstrates that things are starting to change. Drawing on a large-scale national
study of four generations of current and former Mormons as well as dozens of in-depth personal interviews,
Riess explores the religious beliefs and behaviors of young adult Mormons, finding that while their levels of
belief remain strong, their institutional loyalties are less certain than their parents' and grandparents'. For
a growing number of Millennials, the tensions between the Church's conservative ideals and their
generation's commitment to individualism and pluralism prove too high, causing them to leave the faithoften experiencing deep personal anguish in the process. Those who remain within the fold are attempting
to carefully balance the Church's strong emphasis on the traditional family with their generation's more
inclusive definition that celebrates same-sex couples and women's equality. Mormon families are changing
too. More Mormons are remaining single, parents are having fewer children, and more women are working
outside the home than a generation ago. The Next Mormons offers a portrait of a generation navigating
between traditional religion and a rapidly changing culture.
The Generals - Thomas E. Ricks 2013-10-29
A New York Times bestseller! An epic history of the decline of American military leadership—from the
bestselling author of Fiasco and Churchill and Orwell. While history has been kind to the American generals
of World War II—Marshall, Eisenhower, Patton, and Bradley—it has been less kind to the generals of the
wars that followed, such as Koster, Franks, Sanchez, and Petraeus. In The Generals, Thomas E. Ricks sets
out to explain why that is. In chronicling the widening gulf between performance and accountability among
the top brass of the U.S. military, Ricks tells the stories of great leaders and suspect ones, generals who
rose to the occasion and generals who failed themselves and their soldiers. In Ricks’s hands, this story
resounds with larger meaning: about the transmission of values, about strategic thinking, and about the
difference between an organization that learns and one that fails.
The Savior Generals - Victor Davis Hanson 2014-05-13
Moving portraits of five commanders whose dynamic leadership styles changed the course of warfare and
history trace the stories of Themistocles, Belisarius, William Tecumseh Sherman, Matthew Ridgway and
David Petraeus, evaluating their pivotal military roles and the controversies that marked their careers.
Who Killed Homer? - Victor Davis Hanson 2001
"Who Killed Homer?" is a blistering indictment of college administrators and classicists who have
compromised scholarly standards for both professors and students, from whom deep, rigorous learning is
no longer expected.
Carnage and Culture - Victor Davis Hanson 2007-12-18
Examining nine landmark battles from ancient to modern times--from Salamis, where outnumbered Greeks
devastated the slave army of Xerxes, to Cortes’s conquest of Mexico to the Tet offensive--Victor Davis
Hanson explains why the armies of the West have been the most lethal and effective of any fighting forces
in the world. Looking beyond popular explanations such as geography or superior technology, Hanson
argues that it is in fact Western culture and values–the tradition of dissent, the value placed on
inventiveness and adaptation, the concept of citizenship–which have consistently produced superior arms
and soldiers. Offering riveting battle narratives and a balanced perspective that avoids simple
triumphalism, Carnage and Culture demonstrates how armies cannot be separated from the cultures that
produce them and explains why an army produced by a free culture will always have the advantage.
The Case for Trump - Victor Davis Hanson 2020-03-17
An instant New York Times bestseller: From an award-winning historian and regular Fox contributor, the
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true story of how Donald Trump has become one of the most successful presidents in history -- and why
America needs him now more than ever In The Case for Trump, award-winning historian and political
commentator Victor Davis Hanson explains how a celebrity businessman with no political or military
experience triumphed over sixteen well-qualified Republican rivals, a Democrat with a quarter-billion-dollar
war chest, and a hostile media and Washington establishment to become president of the United States -and an extremely successful president. Trump alone saw a political opportunity in defending the working
people of America's interior whom the coastal elite of both parties had come to scorn, Hanson argues. And
Trump alone had the instincts and energy to pursue this opening to victory, dismantle a corrupt old order,
and bring long-overdue policy changes at home and abroad. We could not survive a series of presidencies
as volatile as Trump's. But after decades of drift, America needs the outsider Trump to do what normal
politicians would not and could not do.
The Dying Citizen - Victor Davis Hanson 2021-10-05
The New York Times bestselling author of The Case for Trump explains the decline and fall of the once
cherished idea of American citizenship. Human history is full of the stories of peasants, subjects, and tribes.
Yet the concept of the “citizen” is historically rare—and was among America’s most valued ideals for over
two centuries. But without shock treatment, warns historian Victor Davis Hanson, American citizenship as
we have known it may soon vanish. In The Dying Citizen, Hanson outlines the historical forces that led to
this crisis. The evisceration of the middle class over the last fifty years has made many Americans
dependent on the federal government. Open borders have undermined the idea of allegiance to a particular
place. Identity politics have eradicated our collective civic sense of self. And a top-heavy administrative
state has endangered personal liberty, along with formal efforts to weaken the Constitution. As in the
revolutionary years of 1848, 1917, and 1968, 2020 ripped away our complacency about the future. But in
the aftermath, we as Americans can rebuild and recover what we have lost. The choice is ours.
Why the West Has Won - Victor Davis Hanson 2002
'Why The West Has Won' provides a history of the rise to dominance of the West, exploring the links
between cultural values and military success.
The Girl of Fire and Thorns - Rae Carson 2011-09-20
“Rae Carson has proved she’s a master and has shaken up the YA genre.”—USAToday.com The first book in
Rae Carson’s award-winning and New York Times–bestselling trilogy! The Girl of Fire and Thorns is a
sweeping journey full of adventure, sorcery, heartbreak, and power. Fans of George R. R. Martin’s Game of
Thrones and Leigh Bardugo’s Grishaverse will devour this fantasy series. Once a century, one person is
chosen for greatness. Elisa is the chosen one. But she has always felt powerless, useless. Now, on her
sixteenth birthday, she has become the secret wife of a handsome and worldly king—a king whose country
is in turmoil. A king who needs her to be the chosen one, not a failure of a princess. And he's not the only
one who seeks her. Fierce enemies, seething with dark magic, are hunting her. A daring, determined
revolutionary thinks she could be his people's savior. Soon it is not just her life, but her very heart that is at
stake. Elisa could be everything to those who need her most. If the prophecy is fulfilled. If she finds the
power deep within herself. If she doesn't die young. Most of the chosen do. William C. Morris YA Debut
Award Finalist YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults Top Ten Pick Andre Norton Award Finalist A Texas
Tayshas Selection Ohioana Book Award YA winner Don’t miss The Empire of Dreams, Rae Carson’s actionpacked return to the world of The Girl of Fire and Thorns!
The Stupidity of War - John Mueller 2021-03-04
This innovative argument shows the consequences of increased aversion to international war for foreign
and military policy.
Lead - Paul David Tripp 2020-08-24
The church is experiencing a leadership crisis. What can we do to prevent pastors from leaving the
ministry? For every celebrity pastor exiting the ministry in the spotlight, there are many more lesser-known
pastors leaving in the shadows. Pastor and best-selling author Paul David Tripp argues that lurking behind
every pastoral failure is the lack of a strong leadership community. Tripp draws on his decades of ministry
experience to give churches twelve gospel principles necessary to combat this leadership crisis. Each of
these principles, built upon characteristics such as humility, dependency, and accountability, will enable

new and experienced leaders alike to focus their attention on the ultimate leadership model: the gospel.
The Joy of the Gospel - Pope Francis 2014-10-07
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a
foreword by Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of the gospel fills the hearts and
lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage the Christian faithful to embark
upon a new chapter of evangelization marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope
explores themes that are important for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith
and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the importance of service to God and all
his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who are
increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to poverty and current
economic challenges that affect us locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events
great and small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call
to action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a
foreword by Robert Barron, author of Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ,
author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
Ripples of Battle - Victor Davis Hanson 2004-10-12
The effects of war refuse to remain local: they persist through the centuries, sometimes in unlikely ways far
removed from the military arena. In Ripples of Battle, the acclaimed historian Victor Davis Hanson weaves
wide-ranging military and cultural history with his unparalleled gift for battle narrative as he illuminates
the centrality of war in the human experience. The Athenian defeat at Delium in 424 BC brought tactical
innovations to infantry fighting; it also assured the influence of the philosophy of Socrates, who fought well
in the battle. Nearly twenty-three hundred years later, the carnage at Shiloh and the death of the brilliant
Southern strategist Albert Sidney Johnson inspired a sense of fateful tragedy that would endure and stymie
Southern culture for decades. The Northern victory would also bolster the reputation of William Tecumseh
Sherman, and inspire Lew Wallace to pen the classic Ben Hur. And, perhaps most resonant for our time, the
agony of Okinawa spurred the Japanese toward state-sanctioned suicide missions, a tactic so
uncompromising and subversive, it haunts our view of non-Western combatants to this day.
The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind - Mark A. Noll 1995-10-19
Mark Noll has written a major indictment of American evangelicalism. Reading this book, one wonders if
the evangelical movement has pandered so much to American culture and tried to be so popular only to lose
not only it's mind but it's soul as well. For evangelical pastors and parishoners alike, this is a must read! -Robert Wuthnow.
The Art of War - Sun Tzu 2021-03-18
The Art of War is an enduring classic that holds a special place in the culture and history of East Asia. An
ancient Chinese text on the philosophy and politics of warfare and military strategy, the treatise was
written in 6th century B.C. by a warrior-philosopher now famous all over the world as Sun Tzu. Sun Tzu's
teachings remain as relevant to leaders and strategists today as they were to rulers and military generals in
ancient times. Divided into thirteen chapters and written succinctly, The Art of War is a must-read for
anybody who works in a competitive environment.
The Supreme Commander - Stephen E. Ambrose 2012-01-17
In this classic portrait of Dwight D. Eisenhower the soldier, bestselling historian Stephen E. Ambrose
examines the Allied commander’s leadership during World War II. Ambrose brings Eisenhower’s experience
of the Second World War to life, showing in vivid detail how the general’s skill as a diplomat and a military
strategist contributed to Allied successes in North Africa and in Europe, and established him as one of the
greatest military leaders in the world. Ambrose, then the Associate Editor of the General’s official papers,
analyzes Eisenhower’s difficult military decisions and his often complicated relationships with powerful
personalities like Churchill, de Gaulle, Roosevelt, and Patton. This is the definitive account of Eisenhower’s
evolution as a military leader—from its dramatic beginnings through his time at the top post of Allied
command.
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Eastwood’s blockbuster, Academy-Award nominated movie. “An amazingly detailed account of fighting in
Iraq--a humanizing, brave story that’s extremely readable.” — PATRICIA CORNWELL, New York Times
Book Review "Jaw-dropping...Undeniably riveting." —RICHARD ROEPER, Chicago Sun-Times From 1999 to
2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the most career sniper kills in United States military history. His
fellow American warriors, whom he protected with deadly precision from rooftops and stealth positions
during the Iraq War, called him “The Legend”; meanwhile, the enemy feared him so much they named him
al-Shaitan (“the devil”) and placed a bounty on his head. Kyle, who was tragically killed in 2013, writes
honestly about the pain of war—including the deaths of two close SEAL teammates—and in moving firstperson passages throughout, his wife, Taya, speaks openly about the strains of war on their family, as well
as on Chris. Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle’s masterful account of his extraordinary battlefield
experiences ranks as one of the great war memoirs of all time.
The Father of Us All - Victor Davis Hanson 2010-05-03
Victor Davis Hanson has long been acclaimed as one of our leading scholars of ancient history. In recent
years he has also become a trenchant voice on current affairs, bringing a historian's deep knowledge of
past conflicts to bear on the crises of the present, from 9/11 to Iran. "War," he writes, "is an entirely human
enterprise." Ideologies change, technologies develop, new strategies are invented-but human nature is
constant across time and space. The dynamics of warfare in the present age still remain comprehensible to
us through careful study of the past. Though many have called the War on Terror unprecedented, its
contours would have been quite familiar to Themistocles of Athens or William Tecumseh Sherman. And as
we face the menace of a bin Laden or a Kim Jong-Il, we can prepare ourselves with knowledge of how such
challenges have been met before. The Father of Us All brings together much of Hanson's finest writing on
war and society, both ancient and modern. The author has gathered a range of essays, and combined and
revised them into a richly textured new work that explores such topics as how technology shapes warfare,
what constitutes the "American way of war," and why even those who abhor war need to study military
history. "War is the father and king of us all," Heraclitus wrote in ancient Greece. And as Victor Davis
Hanson shows, it is no less so today.
Matthew B. Ridgway - George Charles Mitchell 2002
Matthew B. Ridgway was a significant figure in United States history. He commanded the 82nd Airborne
Division in the invasion in Europe; he succeeded MacArthur in Korea; he was the U.S. delegate to the
United Nations; he served as Supreme Commander of the Far East and Supreme Commander in Europe. He
was counselor to four presidents, helped found a university research center on national security, and was a
powerful influence in national affairs for 40 years. Using Ridgway's personal papers, George Mitchell offers
a unique and compelling view of this authentic American hero.
The Laws of Human Nature - Robert Greene 2019-10-01
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power comes the definitive new book on
decoding the behavior of the people around you Robert Greene is a master guide for millions of readers,
distilling ancient wisdom and philosophy into essential texts for seekers of power, understanding and
mastery. Now he turns to the most important subject of all - understanding people's drives and motivations,
even when they are unconscious of them themselves. We are social animals. Our very lives depend on our
relationships with people. Knowing why people do what they do is the most important tool we can possess,
without which our other talents can only take us so far. Drawing from the ideas and examples of Pericles,
Queen Elizabeth I, Martin Luther King Jr, and many others, Greene teaches us how to detach ourselves
from our own emotions and master self-control, how to develop the empathy that leads to insight, how to
look behind people's masks, and how to resist conformity to develop your singular sense of purpose.
Whether at work, in relationships, or in shaping the world around you, The Laws of Human Nature offers
brilliant tactics for success, self-improvement, and self-defense.
Between War and Peace - Victor Davis Hanson 2007-12-18
In his acclaimed collection An Autumn of War, the scholar and military historian Victor Davis Hanson
expressed powerful and provocative views of September 11 and the ensuing war in Afghanistan. Now, in
these challenging new essays, he examines the world’s ongoing war on terrorism, from America to Iraq,
from Europe to Israel, and beyond. In direct language, Hanson portrays an America making progress

Cardiac Imaging: A Core Review - Joe Hsu 2015-09-21
Prepare for the cardiac imaging component of the new radiology Core Exam! Excel on your boards with
Cardiac Imaging: A Core Review – a high-yield, comprehensive review book, written specifically for the new
Core Exam format. Study with all the books in the Core Review Series to ace every area of the Core Exam!
The Soul of Battle - Victor Davis Hanson 1999
Arguing that American Generals Sherman and Patton, as well as ancient Athenian General Epaminondas,
were the three greatest military leaders in history, the author makes his case by demonstrating the
qualities, on and off the battlefield, that made them great.
The American Dream in the 21st Century - Sandra Hanson 2011-06-17
"The diversity of contributions--from historians, political scientists, sociologists, and a pollster--distinguish
The American Dream in the 21st Century from many other books on the topic. The multi-disciplinary focus
is especially useful, as chapters provide cultural interpretations of Americans' attitudes toward the
American Dream through the lenses of race, gender, religion and ethics."--Arne L. Kalleberg, Kenan
Distinguished Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Intellectuals and Race - Thomas Sowell 2013-03-12
Intellectuals and Race is a radical book in the original sense of one that goes to the root of the problem. The
role of intellectuals in racial strife is explored in an international context that puts the American experience
in a wholly new light. The views of individual intellectuals have spanned the spectrum, but the views of
intellectuals as a whole have tended to cluster. Indeed, these views have clustered at one end of the
spectrum in the early twentieth century and then clustered at the opposite end of the spectrum in the late
twentieth century. Moreover, these radically different views of race in these two eras were held by
intellectuals whose views on other issues were very similar in both eras. Intellectuals and Race is not,
however, a book about history, even though it has much historical evidence, as well as demographic,
geographic, economic and statistical evidence-- all of it directed toward testing the underlying assumptions
about race that have prevailed at times among intellectuals in general, and especially intellectuals at the
highest levels. Nor is this simply a theoretical exercise. The impact of intellectuals' ideas and crusades on
the larger society, both past and present, is the ultimate concern. These ideas and crusades have ranged
widely from racial theories of intelligence to eugenics to "social justice" and multiculturalism. In addition to
in-depth examinations of these and other issues, Intellectuals and Race explores the incentives, the visions
and the rationales that drive intellectuals at the highest levels to conclusions that have often turned out to
be counterproductive and even disastrous, not only for particular racial or ethnic groups, but for societies
as a whole.
History's Greatest Generals - Michael Rank 2013-11-04
From the #1 bestselling author of The Crusades and the Soldiers of the Cross comes an exciting new book
on the greatest minds of military leadership in history. Whether it is Hannibal of Carthage marching
elephants across the Alps and attacking the heart of Rome, Khalid ibn al-Walid boasting an undefeated
military career and destroying the Persian Empire while subduing the Byzantines, or Russian General
Alexander Suvurov and his elevation of the bayonet to a work of art that could cut down any European
army, great military leaders have exerted tremendous influence on society. This book will look at the lives
of the ten greatest military commanders in history. Some conquered the fullest expanse of the known
world, as did Alexander the Great. Still others were master statesmen and capable of translating military
victory into long-term political gains, such as Julius Caesar, whose vanquishing of the Gauls and his political
opponents laid the groundwork for several centuries of unmatchable Roman imperial might. It will also look
at the tactics they used to bring down stronger armies and befuddle them at every turn; whether it is
Napoleon, who nearly conquered Europe through his deadly manoeuvre sur les derrieres and marching
unexpectedly away from the enemy's main strength and concentrating on a weak but vital enemy point; or
Hannibal's double entrapment maneuver, which has been the envy of military strategists for the last 2,000
years. Whatever their background, these rulers show that the right military commander at the right time in
history can destroy an empire, change civilization, and alter the course of world history forever.
American Sniper - Chris Kyle 2012-01-03
The #1 New York Times bestselling memoir of U.S. Navy Seal Chris Kyle, and the source for Clint
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surprising. The Axis powers were well prepared to win limited border conflicts, but once they blundered
into global war, they had no hope of victory. An authoritative new history of astonishing breadth, The
Second World Wars offers a stunning reinterpretation of history's deadliest conflict.
Hitler's American Gamble - Brendan Simms 2021-11-16
A riveting account of the five most crucial days in twentieth-century diplomatic history: from Pearl Harbor
to Hitler’s declaration of war on the United States By early December 1941, war had changed much of the
world beyond recognition. Nazi Germany occupied most of the European continent, while in Asia, the
Second Sino-Japanese War had turned China into a battleground. But these conflicts were not yet
inextricably linked—and the United States remained at peace. Hitler’s American Gamble recounts the five
days that upended everything: December 7 to 11. Tracing developments in real time and backed by deep
archival research, historians Brendan Simms and Charlie Laderman show how Hitler’s intervention was not
the inexplicable decision of a man so bloodthirsty that he forgot all strategy, but a calculated risk that can
only be understood in a truly global context. This book reveals how December 11, not Pearl Harbor, was the
real watershed that created a world war and transformed international history.

against Islamic fundamentalism but hampered by the self-hatred of elite academics at home and the cynical
self-interest of allies abroad. He sees a new and urgent struggle of evil against good, one that can fail only
if “we convince ourselves that our enemies fight because of something we, rather than they, did.” Whether
it’s a clear-cut defense of Israel as a secular democracy, a denunciation of how the U.N. undermines the
U.S., a plea to drastically alter our alliance with Saudi Arabia, or a perception that postwar Iraq is reaching
a dangerous tipping point, Hanson’s arguments have the shock of candor and the fire of conviction.
The Second World Wars - Victor Davis Hanson 2017-10-17
A definitive account of World War II by America's preeminent military historian. World War II was the most
lethal conflict in human history. Never before had a war been fought on so many diverse landscapes and in
so many different ways, from rocket attacks in London to jungle fighting in Burma to armor strikes in Libya.
The Second World Wars examines how combat unfolded in the air, at sea, and on land to show how distinct
conflicts among disparate combatants coalesced into one interconnected global war. Drawing on 3,000
years of military history, bestselling author Victor Davis Hanson argues that despite its novel industrial
barbarity, neither the war's origins nor its geography were unusual. Nor was its ultimate outcome
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